Te ch n ic a l D a t a

Pea Gravel

g re ate r v an c ou ve r

aggregates division

Pea Gravel refers to gravel that comprises of small round

Lafarge’s Pea Gravel is frequently used in ornamental &

smooth stones and gets it’s name because it is comparable in

decorative landscape applications, around stepping stones,

size to that of a Green Pea. Lafarge Aggregates Division Pea

walkways and many other hardscape materials. It is also used in

Gravel is produced from some of the highest quality glacial open

aquariums, artificial fountains, playgrounds, around swimming

pit reserves, by means of washing and vibratory screening. This

pool decks and to accent garden beds, where it is not only looks

is done to exceed the most restrictive ready mix specifications

good, it aids in the drainage. For pet lovers, it is often used in

and is monitored under our CSA Designated Laboratory Quality

dog runs and as a kennel floor covering because of it’s smooth

Assurance Program. The result is an environmentally clean

surfaces.
When using Lafarge’s Pea Gravel you are supporting a BC

aggregate with a consistent and uniform particle size distribution,

product that is available to meet your commercial, industrial or

superior to most common or local pits.
By using Lafarge’s Pea Gravel which exceeds the Cana-

residential landscaping or construction needs year-round. Our

dian Standards Association for Ready Mix Concrete you can

Pea Gravel is available in bulk at our Coquitlam Leeder Avenue

produce a high quality exposed aggregate ready mix blend that

Aggregates Depots. Delivery to your project can be arranged by

meets the specific strengths for Mpa and durability, while achiev-

truck by calling our Aggregates Dispatch & Order Desk.

ing a beautiful consistent finish.

Typical Values

Sieves
(ASTM)

- Data shown here is accurate and reliable, but not a specification.
- Typical, means average percent passing on individual sieve.
- Gradation may vary slightly from Lafarge Pit to Pit.
Lafarge
Pea Gravel
Spec.

Lafarge
Concrete Stone
Spec.

16.00mm (5/8”)

85-100%

90-100%

12.50mm (1/2”)

15-85%

Material Location:

Division Office:

9.5mm (3/8”)

0-15%

45-95%

Coquitlam Leeder Avenue
19633 98A Avenue
Aggregates Depot, located at 22
Langley, BC V1M 3G5
Leeder Avenue at Rogers Avenue.
Office:
604-455-6200

5.00mm (#4)

0-5%

0-15%

Dispatch: 604-455-6222

0-3%

0-2%

2.50mm (#8)
80µm (#200)

0-3%

Product Code: AG1881
Visit… www.LafargeHomeDelivery.com
NOTICE:
All information contained herein is correct to the best of our knowledge. Lafarge Canada
Inc. disclaims any variation in its accuracy, all values are typical. Recommendations or
suggestions are made without guarantee as to result, since conditions of storage, handling
and use are beyond our control. Materials are sold under Lafarge Canada Inc. standard
terms and conditions of sale and on the condition the purchaser make his own tests to
determine suitability of each product for the buyer’s purpose.

Lafarge Canada Inc. aggregates dispatch: 604-455-6222
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